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Tippable roll carrier with  
a central axis design
The vehicle is equipped with a retractable 
tow bar for front loading, specially designed 
for loading in narrow loading yards.

Container transport

Roll carrier export
Robust and payload-optimised: your new trailer for  
transporting roller containers in accordance with DIN 30722
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Container transport

Roll carrier versions

The right solution for every applicationChoose between a two-axle or three-axle 
chassis, for single or twin tyres. The basic 
set-up includes a height-adjustable drawbar 

device for front loading, as well as a 280 
bar single-circuit hydraulic system with a 
gimballed tipping cylinder.

Tippable roll carrier

Tippable roll carrier
+ Gain time when empting containers
+ Front loading

Your benefits

+ Robust construction
+ Payload giant
+ Easy handling

+ Good manoeuvrability
+ Robust construction
+ High payload

Your benefits

+ Highly manoeuvrable
+ Saves space when loading

Your benefits
Your benefits

Tippable roll carrier 

For heavy bulk-goods containers, with an 
air-sprung 11,000 kg chassis and a permis-
sible gross vehicle weight of 28,000 kg.

Tridem roll carrier 

The highest payloads with maximum ma-
noeuvrability, that’s the three-axle version 
of the central axle roll carrier with tipping 
function. 25 – 28 t permissible gross vehicle 
weight, depending on national regulations.

HARK1870-265L-C-pocket stop

HTK 2560-385LSHRAK2870-275LSHTAK2070-265L

HARK2470-265L-roller stop 
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We set standards as the market-leading 
manufacturer, showing off our strengths with 
detailed solutions for complete systems.
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Container transport Container transport Container transport

Roll Carrier

+ Durable
+ Low noise pollution
+ Low maintenance costs
+ Reliable securing of loads
+ Extremely robust
+ Many years of practical experience

Your benefits

Load securing system
A key issue that Hüffermann is always mull-
ing over. Our patented, certified pneumatic 
4-compartment container locking system 
proves this. It is quiet, low-maintenance, and 
easy to repair. And in practice, that shows! It 
is extremely reliable.

+ Durable
+ Reduced wear to rolling surfaces
+ Safety when settling 
 the container
+ Extremely robust

Your benefits
The trailer for roller container transport, from the 
Hüffermann modular system, excels in every sphere.

Here at Hüffermann, we manufacture 
modern transport systems that 
are “Made in Germany”. With the 
roll carrier, we’ve offered a robust, 
payload-optimised trailer for years, 
for the transport of roller containers in 
accordance with DIN 30722. 

Our modular system offers the right 
solution for every application – whether 
it’s used for containers or long-distance 
transport. For our customers, this 
means you get your individual vehicle 
configuration “Just in time”.

Longitudinal girder construction
The longitudinal girder construction throughout 
(partly registered design) with optimised 
material strength ensures smooth container 
transport.

The low-wear rolling surface with rounded 
centring edge provides security and excels, 
even after longer periods of use, thanks to a 
consistently attractive appearance.

Roll carrier versions

The right solution for every application

+ Universal solutions
+ Optimised for applications in 

confined spaces

Your benefits

The Hüffermann modular construction offers 
two key advantages: individual design, 
which is tailored exactly to your require-
ments and high-quality production – 100% 
“Made in Germany” guaranteed. Hüffer-

mann only uses first-class vehicle compo-
nents from renowned manufacturers, so 
their durability pays off over the course of 
their service life. Why not contact us? We’d 
love to help you.

Roll carrier modular system

Roll carrier with one pallet storage box Roll Carrier

Hüffermann can offer decades of experi-
ence in container transport – not just 
in the field of DIN roller containers, but 
also in implementing the requirements of 

our international customers. We supply 
transport solutions with two to five axles, 
from 10 – 42 t permissible total weight – in 
Europe and overseas.

On the road, with all container standards...

+ Fine design
+ Compact equipment package
+ Retains value 
+ Durable 

Your benefits

elegance edition:  
Durable and retains value 
The roll carrier can be supplied as either 
a two-axle or three-axle version, with an 
air-sprung, disc-braked chassis, with the 
elegance edition as an extra option.

Hüffermann always provides proven quality, 
due to the high demands placed on each 
individual production step.

elegance edition – pure Hüffermann quality

Polished 
tail light carrier Polished 

centre panel
Alloy 

wheels

Stainless 
steel boxHAR1870-265L-front loading

HKA 1870-265LS

Talk to us about your requirements and your 
logistical conditions. We will support you 
through the process of procuring the best 

possible container transport systems, offer-
ing in-depth advice on choosing the right 
components from our modular system.

Tailor-made transport concepts

+ Durable transport solutions
+ High efficiency in logistics
+ Lasting value

Your benefits

+ Robust construction
+ Reliable securing of loads
+ Durable

Your benefits
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Tippable roll carrier 

For heavy bulk-goods containers, with an 
air-sprung 11,000 kg chassis and a permis-
sible gross vehicle weight of 28,000 kg.

Tridem roll carrier 

The highest payloads with maximum ma-
noeuvrability, that’s the three-axle version 
of the central axle roll carrier with tipping 
function. 25 – 28 t permissible gross vehicle 
weight, depending on national regulations.
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